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domain where the parsimonious property of the wavelet trans- form helps us to assign appropriate priors for the wavelet coef- ficients of the sources. Wavelet ... 
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Hidden Markov Models for Wavelet Based Blind Source Separation Mahieddine M. Ichir and Ali Mohammad-Djafari



natural and hierarchical way of deriving posterior distributions through appropriate assignment of: •



•



priors (prior models for all the unknown parameters) translating any prior knowledge one may have, likelihood describing statistically the observational (forward) model through assumptions made on the noise or model uncertainties.
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Abstract— In this paper we consider the problem of blind source separation (BSS) in the wavelet domain. We propose a Bayesian estimation framework for the problem where different models of the wavelet coefficients are considered: the Independent Gaussian Mixture (IGM) model, the Hidden Markov Tree (HMT) model and the Contextual Hidden Markov Field (CHMF) model. For each of the three models we give expressions of the posterior laws and propose appropriate Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithms in order to perform unsupervised joint blind separation of the sources and estimation of the mixing matrix and hyper parameters of the problem. Indeed, in order to achieve an efficient joint separation and denoising procedures in the case of high noise level in the data, a slight modification of the exposed models is presented: the Bernoulli Gaussian (BG) mixture model, which is equivalent to a hard thresholding rule in denoising problems. A number of simulations are presented in order to highlight the performances of the aforementioned approach: i) in both high and low signal to noise ratios. ii) comparing the results with respect to the choice of the wavelet basis decomposition.



I. I NTRODUCTION
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Blind source separation (BSS) has been an active area of research these last two decades [1], [2], [3], [4]. Many encountered problems can be reasonably viewed as being blind source separation problems [4]. One of the most developed solutions to the problem is Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [1], [4]. It consists mainly in finding independent components that may represent the unobserved sources. This method has assessed its performances in many applications. However, the basic ICA model does not explicitly account for any observation noise or model errors. Nevertheless, it is by far a fast method of source separation for exact instantaneous mixing and noise free models. To account for noise or model uncertainties, higher order statistics based methods have been considered as in [5]. However, such methods do account for Gaussian noise only and suffer from outliers. Cao et al. in [6] developed a nonlinear ICA solution robust to outliers with a pre-whitening primary step that accounts for observation noise. In order to account for time structure of the source signals, extensions to basic ICA approaches have been considered: in [7], [8], [9] joint diagonalization of time delayed second order matrices have been considered whereas in [10] diagonalization of higher order statistics have been considered. This is an extension of the JADE [11] implementation of ICA, combining high order statistics to time delayed correlation matrices to be more robust to noise and to account for time coherence. In this paper, we consider Bayesian estimation framework for the BSS problem [12], [13], [14]. Bayesian estimation is a



In that context, Rowe in [12] considered Gaussian priors for sources re-deriving thus the Factor Analysis (FA) solution to the problem. Snoussi et al. in [15] and Choudrey et al. in [16] considered a mixture of Gaussians prior leading to efficient joint segmentation and separation solutions for 2D BSS problems. These methods have been considered in the direct (observations) domain in contrast to other transform based methods such as time-frequency [17] and wavelets [18], [19]. Transform domain methods rely on the fact that usually linear and invertible transforms rearrange the data, leaving them a structure simpler to model. In this paper, we transport the BSS problem to the wavelet domain where the parsimonious property of the wavelet transform helps us to assign appropriate priors for the wavelet coefficients of the sources. Wavelet domain Bayesian blind source separation (wavelet Bayes-BSS) has already been considered in [18], [19] with generalized exponential prior models for source wavelet coefficients. These particular models present, however, some optimization difficulties. Crouse et al. [20], in a wavelet based denoising problem, proposed to model the wavelet coefficients by a two Gaussians mixture prior model which captures efficiently the wavelet transform properties of a wide class of signals. Being a mixture of Gaussians, this prior model remains tractable (conditional linear posterior estimates) while keeping good approximation characteristics. Based on the Gaussians mixture prior, we consider three different models for the wavelet coefficients of the unobserved sources: i) A first model assuming independence across and through the wavelet decomposition scales, the Independent Gaussians Mixture (IGM) model. ii) A second model, proposed by Crouse et al. in [20], that accounts for an inter scale correlation between the wavelet coefficients on a quad tree representation. This correlation is expressed through a first order Markov chain model, the Hidden Markov Tree (HMT) model. iii) A third prior model that we propose based on hidden Markov fields, accounts for inter and intra-scale correlations, the Contextual Hidden Markov Field (CHMF) model. It is also based on a quad tree representation. A
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to appear on the IEEE Transactions on Image Processing mixtures, generally described by: x(k) = As(k) + (k),



(1)



where k can be a scalar index representing time, frequency, wavelength (1D cases), or a vector index representing pixels positions, time-frequency, time-scale (2D cases). In the following, we refer to k as ”time” and to column vector dimension as ”space”. x(k) is the m-column vector of the observed mixtures data, s(k) is the n-column vector of the unobserved sources, A is the (m × n) mixing matrix representing the linear and instantaneous mixing process and (k) is the mcolumn vector that represents an observation noise or model error: all over this paper, it is assumed Gaussian, centered, temporarily white and spatially independent, with a covariance  2 2 matrix R = diag σ,1 , . . . , σ,m . The model (1) can be equivalently written in a matrix form:
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comparison of these three models in Bayesian BSS is also presented. In order to be able to perform blind source separation for high noisy mixture observations, an additional constraint on the two Gaussians mixture prior distribution must be considered. In [21], [22], [23] close connections between hard/soft thresholding and wavelet based Bayesian denoising have been established in the case of generalized exponential prior distributions. Pesquet et al. in [24] established similar relations for Bernoulli-Gaussian (BG) mixture prior models. The Bernoulli-Gaussian mixture distribution is in fact no more than a limiting case of the two Gaussians mixture model presented in [20]. This will enable us to implement, with no major modification of the estimation routines developed for the two Gaussians mixture prior, an efficient joint separation denoising procedure in the case of high noise level affected observations blind source separation problems. With the particular choice of the presented prior distributions, conditional posterior distributions of the unknown parameters (unobserved sources, mixing matrix, noise variance and hyperparameters) are explicit and particularly easy to sample. This offers the ability to implement efficient and simple Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithms through Gibbs sampling for the optimization part. In that context and in order to be able to properly sample the hidden variables corresponding to the three different prior models, conditional distributions of the hidden variables have been re-derived for the wavelet tree representation: two algorithms presented in [25] for sampling 1D hidden Markov variables are extended for the 2D quad tree hidden variables of the wavelet coefficients. This paper is organized as follows: In section II we introduce the blind source separation (BSS) problem and briefly present the main classical solutions to the problem. In section III we present the Bayesian formulation of the blind source separation (Bayes-BSS) problem and describe the prior assignment of the unknown parameters: the noise variance, the mixing matrix and the unobservable sources. In section IV-A we briefly introduce the wavelet transform used in our approach. Through a description of the main properties of the wavelet coefficients of signals (especially 2D signals) we define, in details, the different prior models we will use for the wavelet based Bayes-BSS in section IV-C, IV-D and section IV-E. The expressions of the conditional posteriors are detailed in section V for the MCMC algorithm. In section VI a simple procedure is presented in order to perform a joint source separation and denoising in the case of high noisy observations. We then conclude this work by presenting some simulation examples and comparisons in section VII and a conclusion in section VIII. Appendix A, B and C detail sampling schemes corresponding to the different prior models of section IV-C, IV-D and section IV-E.



X = AS + E,



where X, S and E are matrices with columns respectively x(k), s(k) and (k) for k = 1, . . . , K. Classical source separation methods consider a noise free observational model of the form: x(k) = As(k),



SOLUTIONS



Blind source separation (BSS) consists of recovering unobserved sources from a set of their linear and instantaneous



(2)



and try to find, by some nonlinear optimization criteria, a separating matrix B (generally an estimation of the inverse of A up to a permutation P and a scale indeterminacy D: B = P DA−1 ). The sources are then estimated by: y(k) = Bx(k).



(3)



A. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) If we consider second order stationary sources s(k) ∼ N (0, n ), ∀k, the distribution of the observations x(k) according to the mixing model (2) is N (0, Σx = AA0 ) and the distribution of y(k) is N (0, BΣx B 0 ). Since y(k) = P Ds(k) then BΣx B 0 = n and a possible solution is:



DR II. C LASSICAL BSS



(1’)



B = Λ−1/2 U † ,



(4)



where (U , Λ) are obtained by singular value decomposition (SVD) of Σx . The PCA algorithm then starts by estimating Σx from the observed data and then computing B using the SVD. The principal component are then obtained by (3).



B. Independent Component Analysis (ICA) ICA can be defined as the process of decomposing the observations into mutually independent components. A fundamental measure of independence (to be minimized with respect to B) is the mutual information given by: Z p(y) dy I(y) = p(y) log Q p(yi ) Xi = −H(y) + H(yi ), (5) i



where H(.) is the differential entropy. Mutual information can be equivalently written as: Q X Σy (i, i) 1 I(y) = J(y) − , (6) J(yi ) + log i 2 |Σ y| i Mahieddine M. Ichir and Ali Mohammad-Djafari
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C. Maximum likelihood source separation



The maximum likelihood solution to BSS begins by writing the probability distribution of the observations. The log likelihood is given by: XX L(B) = K ln |B| + ln p(yi ). (7) i



k



Asymptotically, equation (7) reduces to:



π(S, A, R |θ) = π(S|θs ) π(A|θA ) π(R |θ ) .



= − ln |B| +



(11)



On the set of hyperparameters θ = [θs , θA , θ ], only θs will be inferred, the other hyperparameters set {θA , θ } will be fixed once for all, reducing the number of unknown variables.



A. Noise variance prior distribution π(R |θ )



n X



A conjugate Inverse Gamma prior distribution is chosen for scale parameters [27]. The Inverse Gamma pdf is given by:   1 1 −1 G (x) ∝ ν+1 exp − , (12) x θx [0,+∞[
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1 L(B) K→∞ K lim



π(S, A, R |θ) is the prior distribution and θ represents the parameters needed to properly define the priors, commonly called hyperparameters. One of the most important steps in Bayesian estimation consists of an appropriate assignment of this prior distribution. We will first assume, that the parameters of interest are a priori independent:



T



where Σy is the covariance matrix of y and J(.) is the negentropy which measures the distance of a distribution to the Gaussian one. ICA based methods consist, generally, on approximations of I(y) (or equivalently J(yi )) by high order cumulants [1] or nonlinear functions [26].



E[ln p(yi )]



i



= −I(y) − H(x).



(8)



Given that H(x) is constant, maximizing the likelihood is equivalent to minimizing the mutual information given by equation (5).



having as its limiting distribution (ν = 0, θ → ∞) the non informative Jeffrey’s prior: π(x) ∝ 1/x.



D. Time structure ICA



B. Mixing matrix prior distribution π(A|θA )



The prior distribution of the mixing matrix can be described by the physical system inherent in the mixing process (translating positivity, discrete state information ...). In this paper, the elements of the mixing matrix are considered a priori Gaussian and independent: π(ai,j ) = N (µai,j , σa2 ),



III. BAYESIAN



BLIND SOURCE SEPARATION



(BAYES -BSS)



In a Bayesian estimation framework, we begin by writing the posterior distribution of all the unknown parameters corresponding to the BSS problem of equation (1): p(S, A, R , θ|X)



∝ p(X|S, A, R ) π(S, A, R |θ) π(θ) , (9)



where p(X|S, A, R ) is the likelihood function which, under an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian noise, is given by: p(X|S, A, R ) =



K Y



k=1



N (x(k)|As(k), R ).



(10)



(13)



where (i, j) ∈ {1, . . . , m} ⊗ {1, . . . , n}. C. Sources modeling and π(S|θs ) Sources prior distribution is clearly an important step in a Bayesian solution to the BSS problem. Different models can be considered: 1. The simplest ones are the temporal i.i.d. models of the form:
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The ICA approach to the BSS problem has been further extended in order to account for time evolution of the original sources: in [17], the source separation problem has been considered in the time-frequency domain (with the short time Fourier transform) in order to account for time nonstationarity. In [8], [7] and [9], joint diagonalization of time delayed second order matrices have been considered in order to find the separating (orthogonal) matrix. The algorithms developed in [7] and [9] where respectively named SOBI (Second Order Blind Identification) and TDSEP (Temporal Decorrelation Source SEParation). As a further extension of the JADE algorithm [11] (for Joint Approximate Diagonalization of Eigen matrices based on high order statistics: cumulants), M¨uller in [10] considered a combination of the JADE for high order statistics and the TDSEP algorithm for second order correlations to develop the JADET D algorithm: an efficient algorithm for BSS accounting for noise in the observations.



π(si (1), . . . , si (K)|θs ) =



K Y



π(si (k)|θs ) ,



(14)



k



with π(si (k)) either Gaussian (linear models as for the PCA solution), or non Gaussian models, for instance the generalized p-Gaussian distributions given by: π(si (k)) ∝ exp(−γ|si (k)|p ) ,
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